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BURGWEG RIESLING, DRY  
“GROSSER GARTEN” GG

Voluminous Riesling from the Großer Garten (large garden) parcel of the Burgweg great 
growth site. The taste and aromas are as multi-facetted as the soil on which the vines grow.
Very high levels of limestone soil with the odd gravel-containing section. Very powerful 
Riesling with a mineral structure yet rich in finesse and with an intensive scent of vineyard 
peaches, apricots, sweet melons and mango. This scent carries over to the palate and is roun-
ded off with a delicately smooth and fruity sweetness.

PINOT BLANC, DRY  
„KIRSCHGARTEN“ GG

Wonderfully dense great growth made from Pinot Blanc grapes. Mineral notes add to the 
delicate fine fruitiness of the Pinot grape: ripe pears, walnuts, dried apples and a finish hin-
ting at sweet melon. A perfect interplay between a mild yet fresh acidity and great elegance. 
This Pinot Blanc is produced in old wooden barrels and left to mature until April using the 
process of batonnage (stirring the lees).

RIESLING, DRY  
„KIRSCHGARTEN“ GG

Voluminous Riesling from the “Kirschgarten” (cherry orchard) great growth site. This sec-
tion of the Kirschgarten is located at the exact spot where the land breaks away towards the 
Rhine Valley. There the massive, primeval limestone rock is found that is responsible for this 
wine’s typicity. Its taste and aromas are as multi-facetted as the soil that produces its grapes. 
This is a powerful Riesling with a mineral structure that is still rich in finesse and has the 
intensive scent of very ripe yellow fruits. Hints of honey and smoke are as noticeable as the 
delicate bouquet of sweet melons, pineapples and lychees. The sweet fruity nose carries 
over to the palate. No doubt, this is the result of very ripe, extract-rich grapes from small 
yields, ancient Riesling vines and the best of the Palatinate limestone soils.
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LAUMERSHEIMER KIRSCHGARTEN PINOT NOIR GG

These grapes originate from the Kirschgarten (cherry orchard), the best site in Laumers-
heim. Sections of black earth mixed with lime marl in the top soil and a subsoil base of mas-
sive, stony lime stone rock. South-easterly orientation. High-quality Pinot Noir of internati-
onal calibre and intensive fruity note recalling cassis, wild strawberries, black cherries and 
plums. Meaty note and hints of black olive as well as chocolate shape the taste of this wine 
with the aroma of cherries creeping up time and time again. Combining great density and 
structure with elegance this Pinot Noir offers a playful package. Its finish is characterised by 
a sweet core that retains its bite. Great ageing potential.

LAUMERSHEIMER STEINBUCKEL PINOT NOIR GG

It is all in the name: the subsoil of the Steinbuckel (stony slope) contains large quantities of 
limestone rock.
In the Middle Ages this site was used to extract limestone to build houses. It is located on 
the edge of a ridge that is one of the highest elevations of Laumersheim. High-quality Pinot 
Noir of international calibre with the delicate character of a Burgundy-type wine. Charming 
fruity note combined with intense body. Wonderfully integrated tannins. This wine has in-
credible density and structure while retaining its elegance and playfulness. A German Pinot 
Noir who, in concert with the Burgundy “Greats” can certainly hold its own. One of the 
most successful wines produced in Germany in 2006. “Winner of the German Red Wine 
Prize”, “One of the best Pinot Noirs in the Eichelmann Wine Guide” “Gault Millau Finalist”, 
“International Pinot Noir Cup Finalist”.

“STEINBUCKEL” RIESLING DRY, GG

Great growth wine with high mineral content. Its taste and aromas are as characterful as the 
soil that produces its grapes. This wine is shaped by great amounts of limestone. A powerful 
Riesling with a mineral structure, yet rich in finesse with the intensive scent of vineyard 
peaches, apricots, sweet melon and mango underpinned by the typical herby spiciness of 
the Steinbuckel (stony slope) Rieslings. This scent carries over to the palate and is rounded 
off with a delicately smooth and fruity sweetness.
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